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Time : Three hours

three vectorc a, h, c, prove that

q.^ (h.n r,,: (q. s)b"- @.Urt. 
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(qn0) .[(ane) n (e nq)] : ls.(hne)l'. [40 marks]

r be given by the equation )r # r A e : b, where a,b are constant

,\ is a non-zero scalar. Show that r satisfies the equation

tr'(un q) + (a.Ds- Alql" + )(q 
^ 

0) : 0.

:in terms of a,,!and ). [25 marks]

r and the scaiar ,\ which satisfy the equations

aAr*h+Aa, a.tr:2,

- lc and b:2i- i + h. [35 marks]



(a) Define the following terms:

o the gradient of a scalar field;

c the curl of a vector field'

(b) Prove that if $ \s a scalar field and

curl(@A) : @ curlA*grad/nA'

(c) Let a be a non zero constant vector and let r

that a 'T-+ 0, and let n be a constant' If $:

andonlYifn-- 0orn:1'

rf r : l1l, find s'"d (iri)' Ht"tt show that

/a.r
curl \ 
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3. (a) Define the following terms:

. a conservative vector field;

r P[enoidai 
vector field'

A is a vector fieid then

r aArrl:T-/ ru

be a position vector of a

(a.f)", then show that

a
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Show that ,4 : (2n-y)v+(2g22 - r)j *(2y22- z)k-is conservative but not

(b) Let, o: (0,0,0), A: (1,0,0), B : (I,2',0) anci 
' 

: (l'2',3)' By

straight line path O A, AB, BC ' frnd' the iine integral 
l^,A' 

Ot'

where A: (2a+ 3)i I rzj + (a' - r)band 1 is a path fiom O to C'

(.) State lhe Di,uergence theorem' and it to evalu *u' I Irn n d'5,

where A : 4rzL- A'l-* gzk and S is the surface of the cube bounded

use

q

-11.:x:!, ll:0, a:!, z:0andz



Prove that the radial and transverse component of the
terms of the polar co-ordinates (r,g) are

acceleration of a particle in

i - ro2 and, l#,0,,
respectively.

[30 marks]
particle of mass rn rests on a smooth horizontal tabre attached through a fixed
int on the table by a light elastic string of modules mg andun-stretched length
' Initially the string is just taut and the particle is projected along the table in a

:j:::::::.::l* 
," ,]r: line of rhe strins with veroc n, l@ prove that if

the distance of the particle from the fixed point at time r tlen
d', _4got _g?- o)
dt2- Jr\ , '

also that the string will extend until its lengt!. is ?a and
ticle is half of its initial velocity. ; s

that the velocity of

[70 marks]

icle moves in a plane with the velocity u and the tan$nt to the path of the
makes an angle g with a fixed line in the plape. er"o$ that the components

ion of the particle along the tangent and perpendicular tc . , du
r rt are * and

tively.
[30 marks]

attached to a parachute is released from an aeroplane which is moving
with velocity u6. The parachute ,*uit, a drag opposing motion which is
weight of the body , where k is a constant. Neglecting the air resistance

ion of the body, prove that if u is the velocity of the body when its path
.an angle t! to the horizontal, then

us sec ?f)

(secr/ *tant!)*'
the body cannot have a vertical component of verocity greater

lT0 marksl
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6' (u)

(b)

State the angular momentum principle.

A particle of mass rn moves on a smooth inner surface of a paraboloid of

r2 : 4az whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards, the path of the

between the horizontal circle at z : p and z: Q'Show that the angular

of the particle above the axis is mf4agpq and the velocity is 1/29(p + q

ffiT,T:H1Hl,"l'T*-T.n the surrace and the particle when

is at z - p is given bY
mg(a + q)
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